
Cabrillo National Monument Earth Science Worksheet 
 

Admission to the National monument is $5 per car. www.nps.gov/cabr.  Take hwy 8 west to 
Rosecrans Street.  Turn right on Cañon St. turn left onto Catalina Blvd.  Wear good shoes.   
Try to go at low tide http://facs.scripps.edu/cgi-bin/plottide.pl or the newspaper will have the times 
 
Just before you get to the gate of the monument, look to the right for a tunnel opening to a coastal 
defense gun emplacement.  Battery ____________ was built to defend the city from naval attack.  
Once into the park you can drive around the side and see the reinforced concrete that protected the 
guns.  The guns were removed and recycled for scrap after the end of World War II.    What 
technology changed to make the big guns almost useless? ________________________________ 
 
Tide pools.  Park and make your way to the information sign near the parking lot.  Tides fill the 
pools _________ a day.  The plants and animals lead a life of  ____________ . Some animals are 
visitors moving in and out with the tides ________ and flow, others cling to niches and wait for the 
sudden swirl of ____________. (brought in by the high tide).   Please read the caution signs before 
entering a tide pool.  Because tide pools depend on ocean currents they are extremely vulnerable to 
ocean  __________  and _________ _________.  Trampling and _______________ also pose a 
threat.  Healthy tide pools are ______________ for sea life.  Now go down to the next 
information sign.  Pieces of giant kelp drift in from off shore beds.  A hold fast (rock) anchors the 
plant to the ocean floor while _____  _______ provide buoyancy.  (These can be the tallest plants 
in the world) Surf grass …. forms beds that act as protective nurseries for many ___________ 
animals.  Sargassum weed is a non native plant that was introduced to the pacific coast of the 
United States from _________ about 1945.   How do the aggregating  anemones protect 
themselves from the loss of moisture at low tide? _______________________________________ 
Walk a few steps down hill. (No sign)  Look closely at the large rounded boulders, these are 
sedimentary rocks known as breccia with _________ pieces of rock embedded within the 
sediments. The rectangular rocks are sandstone.  Notice the many layers of sedimentary rock. Each 
layer represents thousands of years of _______ and ______ deposited on the ocean bottom.   Some 
of the sand stone has rOunded rocks embedded in them.  The rocks became rOunded by rOlling 
around in a river bed or in the ocean, then they were cemented into sedimentary rock when layers 
of ____________covered them and pressure fused the whole into solid sedimentary rock. This 
kind of rock came together is called c__ng __ __ __ erate rock.     Now go down to the tide pools. 
Notice the many _O_ _ _ed rocks that have been rOlling in the ocean waves for decades.   
 
Visitors Center. The Cross bowman readied his weapon by putting his foot in the bow’s stirrup, 
and pushing the bowstring back with the goats foot ___________ in his left hand. Then inserting a 
__________ dart.   Ship picture on the left side.  An even keel.  To stay upright the ship carried 
ballast in the hold and lower storage areas.  ___________ and cannon balls made good ballast.  
The Voyage  Cabrillo was looking for a ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
cross staff 

Navigation and Sailing: In Cabrillo’s day navigation was  
much less precise than it is today.  Sailors could approximate 
_____________ by sighting the sun  or north star through 
An astrolabe, but since no accurate time pieces existed  
Navigators could not calculate longitude…  Early Navigators 
Used an astrolabe by turning the pointer until a _________ or 
__________  could be seen in a straight line through both pin  
hole sites.  Sailors then calculated latitude by noting the angle  
of the celestial body above the ______________. What other  
tools could measure the height of a star?  ________________ 

 
 
The sounding line was used to _____________ the depth of the _________ to make sure the ship  



Would not _______________ ______________.   The Traverse Board was used to calculate the 
__________ and __________ of the ships zigs and zags as it sailed against the wind.  The Sand Glass 
was used to measure ________.  The Quadrant was a tool for determining ____________. 
 
Iipay, Tipay Indians  How did the original Indians enhance the habitat and harvest resources? ___ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Now go outside and look out towards the city.  Find a placard with Ballast Point.  This is an example of 
a river spit.  Large rocks erode away from the hills and water and gravity pushed them to where they are 
today. Sand from rivers builds up around the rocks.   Early traders carried leather hides to The US East 
Coast, the Philippines and Europe.  The leather was light weight compared to the manufactured goods 
they brought to San Diego.  Ships would pick up rocks from ballast point and store them low in the 
________ of the ships to add stability.  Today some streets in Boston are paved with rocks from San 
Diego.   
 
Now walk up the hill towards the light house.  On the way, stop at the Radio Station. Look at the large 
cannon shell on display.  It is called a shell because it was filled with explosive.  Near the bottom is a 
band around the shell made of soft  _________ metal.  This band would bite into the barrel of the gun 
and put a spin on the shell.  Much like a thrown foot ball is spun for accuracy.  What word is painted on 
the outside to tell you this shell is for training.  __________ Operating the guns took a lot of team work.   
Fire Control these guns were built before radar, finding distance to the target was more difficult.  These 
are the steps. 1. vessel sited.  2. track… Azimuth (direction from north.) 3. Every ____ seconds the 
position of the target is reported.  4.The information for the base end stations is drawn on a _____ board.  
Base end stations are a known _________ apart and form the first leg of a triangle.  (line AC)  The 
azimuth readings from the two (base) stations determine angle A and C.  The precise position of the 
target can be determined from this data using ________________.  5. Tracking the target every 20 
seconds would give a pattern of ___________.  6. A set forward point is determined after making 
adjustments for time in flight. 7. Then adjust for ____________ conditions and the ___________ of the 
earth.  Use a protractor to plot the position of a ship.  Draw a line from base station A 60º to the right of 
due north.    Then draw a line 30º to the left of north from base station C. (also known as 330º from 
North).  The intersection of the two lines is the position of the ship.  How many centimeters is it from 
the gun? _____cm      Now imagine you are at sea.  You see base station A due south 180º from your 
boat, and Base station C 100º right of north. (280º  from C)       Draw a boat where you are on the map.  
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